
Course Description HRD,mixed stock 
1. Sheep are gathered in Pen #1 and brought into arena thru gate #1. Dog should 

remain in control of stock while handler closes gate. 

   Level III, Handler may enter the pen, but with point deduction. 

   Level II, Handler may enter the pen, and may go half way to stock. 

   Level I, Handler may enter the pen and may move around to assist the dog as    

needed but may not touch the dog or stock without penalty.  

 

2. Obstacle #1. Sheep are taken to obstacle and put through the chute into the 

pen through the opened gate “A”, close gate. 

 

3. All levels, Handler & dog go to Pen #2, gather goats, take them through gate 

#2 into Arena. 

   Level III, Handler may enter the pen, but with point deduction. 

   Level II, Handler may enter the pen, and may go ½ way to stock. 

   Level I, Handler may enter the pen and may move around to assist the dog as    

needed but may not touch the dog or stock without penalty. 

 

4. All levels take goats to Obstacle #1 gate “A” and put them in with the sheep. 

   Handler closes gate “A”, and goes to the pen, identifies & calls out tag # on 

the one marked sheep. Handler may enter pen if needed to identify number. 

 

5. All Levels, remove all stock from pen through gate “B”. Handler may assist dog 

as necessary to remove stock. 

 

6. Proceed to the drive marker cone #1. 

   Level III, set up drive at drive cone marker #1 and drive through the panels 

(obstacle 2), around the barrel and drive ends at drive marker cone #2. Handler 

must stay behind Level III handlers line, cannot go through panels. 

   Level II, Fetch through Obstacle #2 Panels. Set up drive at barrel and drive 

to drive marker cone #2, drive ends at marker. Handler cannot go through panels.  

   Level I, fetch or drive through obstacle #2 panels, around barrel. Handler 

cannot go through panels.  

    

7. Obstacle #3, Chute. 

   All levels drive or fetch stock through the chute. 

   Level III, handler must stay at mouth of first panel. 

   Level II, Handler may go as far as the end of the first panel. 

   Level I, Handler may move with stock beside the chute but cannot enter it. 

 

8. Fetch or drive stock through Arena gate to and into round pen through Gate #3. 

   Level III only, Sort off marked animals into freestanding pen, Obstacle #4. 

Close gate and take remaining stock to Trailer Pen.   

   Levels II & I proceed to Trailer Pen. 

 

9. Load all stock into stock trailer, close door, open door & remove stock back 

into round pen. 

   Level III remove sorted stock from freestanding pen. 

    

10. All Levels, fetch or drive all stock back into Arena. Proceed to Repen Gate, 

repen. 

 

Tie Breakers; 

Obstacle #1 

Drive     

Time 


